
Hail, blessed Sons and Daughters of God! I told you I would come! And 
I have come! And in the Flame of the acceleration of the day’s activity, I 
commend you to Freedom’s Flame. For yes, blessed hearts, throughout the 
ages there have been those cycles when an impetus of the Freedom Flame 
is brought to the fore by Cosmic Councils, by Angelic Hosts, by Ascended 
Masters, and you have been blessed beyond measure. You received that 
Flame and had the full combustion of as much of your karma taken into 
the Heart of God and transmuted as was possible.

WELL, THIS OCCASION IS NO EXCEPTION, BLESSED 
HEARTS. For I have come with another Dispensation from the Lords of 
Karma, which I could almost burst to tell you and hardly could wait until 
El Morya had finished! However, I was gracious. And I tell you, blessed 
ones, it is a glorious day! For yes, there have been Dispensations given 
where there is a certain amount of your karma that has been put into the 
Violet Flame. Well today I come with my Miracle Pouch, and I have the 
High Ideals sown into the seeds of that Pouch that will be spread about you 
far and wide.

But that is only the beginning, blessed ones! You will be given the impetus 
with which to complete those tasks. There will be the sufficient amount of 
your own personal karma put into the Flame by the Lords of Karma, wiped 
away completely, not merely pushed aside, so that you might complete even 
one of those Ideas out of the Mind of God and therefore manifest a greater 
momentum for all of the Sons and Daughters of God upon the Earth!
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Now some of those Ideas that are placed within your care may be to 
move into more of the sacred sciences before your altar, bending the knee 
at a certain time of the day when you commit that time to God solely and 
completely for a particular Element that is placed upon your Heart Flame 
to bring into manifestation. This is separate and apart from the Vigils or 
your daily Decrees that you have been accustomed to giving. 

There are others, blessed ones, who will be given the Idea of a particular 
Form to fashion into art, a song, prose, a new momentum! Perhaps you 
will be given the clarity with which to organize your life so that you can 
have more expendable time for the Masters’ work. There may be those of 
you who will be given the glimpse of how — if you have a new profession 
— you will gain the freedom of more of your time and energy to put into 
devotion to the Mighty I AM Presence and the work that you are called 
to perform for the Ascended Masters. 

Are you beginning to get a glimpse of the possibilities of this Dispensation? 
You, blessed hearts, have been pondering many of these things for a long 
time, and you have wondered, “Where is the momentum that will drive 
them home, will bring them into manifestation with the full weight and 
measure of the Light of my Mighty I AM Presence in their Perfect and 
Divine Form?” Well, blessed hearts, with this Dispensation from the Lords 
of Karma, you can begin to fine-tune and hone your own alchemies; and 
the karma that would have otherwise held you back from bringing them 
into manifestation will be consumed by the Violet Flame. Now is this not 
worthy of your acclaim? 

 ["YES!" Congregation applauds.] 
Okay, that’s enough. The Lords of Karma know your Hearts. And you, 

blessed ones, have Hearts afire for God! That is why you are here. That 
is why you strive mightily to give your attention to our addresses — so 
that you will absorb into your consciousness not only the words and the 
teaching, but the Fire, the Body Consciousness of our Momentum and 
our Attainment. For yes, blessed hearts, when we come, that is what we 
are sharing with you. We are giving you the greatest gift that we know to 
give you, and that is our Attainment, our Mastery, and the wherewithal 
to bring the same Mastery about in your own life. 

When the Mighty I AM Presence sent you forth into incarnation, it 
was not merely as a test. Your Mighty I AM Presence desired a particular 
outcome. There were things that your Mighty I AM Presence desired you to 
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accomplish on behalf of the Heart of God. And you knitted them together 
in the fullness of the Heart of your own Mighty I AM Presence, being 
the hands, the feet, the eyes of your Presence, if you will, in these worlds 
of form, fashioning the Divine Intent into the physical, emoting into the 
emotional, firing in the fiery bodies, and having the Air Element carry all 
of these refinements ultimately up into Akasha and place them upon the 
Altar of the Most High. 

These things, blessed ones, you came to accomplish. Isn’t it nice to know 
that you now have at least one assignment, if not more — according to your 
personal attainment at present — that you can accomplish and bring to 
the fore that is divinely intended?

I want you to know that the Karmic Board did not have to be prodded 
long for this Dispensation. For they see the merit. They see that you answer 
the call. When the call goes out, you respond; and therefore, this is an 
opportunity for you to receive a gift from the Karmic Board so that you, as 
the Mighty I AM Presence incarnate, have the opportunity to fulfill this, 
THE DIVINE WILL OF GOD! 

At some point you are called to write down your experience with this 
exercise, if you will, in performing your alchemy. Pen it to paper and send 
it to the Anointed Representatives so that they might collect them all, 
taking them to the Karmic Board with Mother Mary and showing them 
your good works. For they have their own Mission that is required to be 
fulfilled, and there is an alchemy that has long been in the making whose 
time has come!

Blessed hearts, it is not for their benefit. It is for all of the Sons and 
Daughters of God upon the Earth. And should this be the cycle and the 
time, you will join all of us in Heaven and upon Earth in reveling with 
accolades to the Heart of God our Joy, our Gratitude. O blessed ones, the 
Light of God is on the move in the Earth! Do not doubt it for one second, 
regardless of the outer appearance of anything less. Understand that there 
is a firm foundation upon which the Golden Age is coming forth! Even 
contrary to what may appear on the world scene, the foundation is there. 

Understand, blessed ones, that you, as the Torch Bearers of The Temple, 
may not yet number in the first Ten Thousand who are ultimately called 
to come to the fore. But you are fully committed, and you are holding 
the necessary balance of Fire for each of those who will come. You are 
the Heart that will magnetize them! You are that Flame of God that you 
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have received from the Ascended Octaves of Light that will be expanded 
so that the Freedom Flame will burn not only in your own Heart but on 
the hearth of every home in the world! And where that Flame burns, there 
I, Saint Germain, will be present! For my Heart is afire for the Flame of 
Freedom upon the Earth! 

I commend each one of you to the glorious cycle that you have embarked 
upon. Standing with us in this hour, we have been joined by the Goddess of 
Liberty. She stands between El Morya and me, radiating her Dispensations 
of Light and Momentum for the undertaking that is most necessary for the 
Torch Bearers of The Temple to complete and for the Sons and Daughters 
of God upon the Earth to realize. Let the Trinity of our Union, joined by 
the White Light of Mother Mary and the Green Ray of Cyclopea’s All-
Seeing Eye of Precipitation, bring each of you into THE FULLNESS OF 
VICTORY IN YOUR LIFE, THE ABUNDANCE OF THE LIGHT OF 
GOD THAT NEVER FAILS, AND THE BOUNDLESS FREEDOM 
BLAZING UPON THE EARTH FOR ALL TO SEE!

I Thank You!
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